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https://www.siteliner.com/

SpyFu
https://www.spyfu.com/

AnswerThePublic

https://answerthepublic.com/

GoogleTrends

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=CA

ExplodingTopics

https://explodingtopics.com/

Google Search Console
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SiteLiner

SiteLiner is an online based FREE to use tool that evaluates a website for substantial errors
that Google would consider negatives when evaluating if the website's content should be
pushed to end users.

When to use SiteLiner

SiteLiner is a great tool to use for your initial evaluation of a website. Using this as your first tool
will offer the opportunity to tackle some of the most critical problems businesses may face
with their websites. The types of problems SiteLiner will outline include duplicate content,
accessibility, loading times and functionality.

Why are topics like duplicate content bad?

Having a substantial amount of duplicate content on your website is considered a negative because when
Google decides what content gets pushed to the end user and what content does not it uses several different
factors to determine the website's authority on different topics. Having duplicate content on your website
goes against the integrity of the content you provide. Google's algorithm looks negatively on this and it will
affect your ability to be pushed to as many relevant end users as possible.



SpyFu
SpyFu is an online based FREE tool that can be used to do an overview of a website's SEO
foundation. SpyFu will give you access to information such as previous GoogleAD history,
organic traffic, SEO techniques being used, number of keywords and much more. One of the
more powerful uses of SpyFu is comparing the target website with another website similar in
sector, but located outside of the County. Comparing these two websites' analytics will open
opportunity to techniques that may have been missed or over looked.

SpyFu is generally best used as an introductory tool to display to the business owner a visualization of
their current web presence quality. Generally, I let the business owner decide on the competitor to be
used for comparison. If they are not interested in selecting the business source a list of similar businesses
from the same industry/sector, reference the list via SpyFu and pick the most successful business.



Answer The Public
Answer The Public is a limited free (1/day) online based software that is a keyword tool
which visualizes search questions and suggested auto complete searches in an image
called a search cloud. Categories consist of the 5 Ws, plus 'how', 'can', 'are', 'which' and
'will

Answer The Public is a very strong stimulation tool that can be used to create SEO
vizualisation that really helps the business owner understand at a deeper level what
SEO is and how it works. The visualization aspect of the tool helps teach business
owners how to create their own SEO keywords that are relevent to their business and
industry.

Answer The Public is generally the step I take after doing an SEO analysis with Spyfu.
SpyFu unlocks the understanding of what SEO they have already established. Answer
The Public gives them the understanding of how to add to the already established SEO
content they have. Understanding how to build keywords that are beneficial and
relevant to the business and industry that the business operates in is one of the most
long term beneficial skills they could recieve from us.



Google Trends
Google Trends is an online tool provided by Google. Google Trends normalizes search data to
make comparisons between terms easier. Search results are normalized to the time and
location of a query by the following process: Each data point is divided by the total searches
of the geography and time range it represents to compare relative popularity.

Google Trends is a tool that i provide to business owners who fall into the following
catagories: retail, online retail and innovative business owners who are progressive with their
businesses. Google Trends gives the business owners the opportunity to back up their plans
with statistics for free. Retail businesses and online retail businesses will be able to verify the
traction behind different products that they may be considering bringing into their locations.  
Progressive business owners will be able to use this tool to explore and justify different
business opportunities. 

This tool is not a tool that I would use with the business. The features this tool provides to the
business owners is beyond the scope of the DMS program. This is the type of tool that I would
incorporate with something like SEO analysis. I would present the analysis and do a brief
workshop to make them aware of the tool and how it can be beneficial.



Exploding Topics
 

The Exploding Topics proprietary algorithm scans all corners of the web to find upcoming
trends in dozens of categories so you can discover hot topics and new products before
everybody else knows about them. You don’t have to know exactly what to search for, you
can just select a category of interest and look at all of the popular trends in our database.
Google Trends lets you research trending topics you already know about, and Exploding
Topics lets you discover new trends before you would even know to research them.

Again this is a tool that would be provided to a very specific type of business owner, one that
is very progressive about their business. This tool would be provided to the business owner
with a short workshop explaining what the tool does and how it can help. Going beyond a
short workshop would be considered beyond the scope. The goal here is to create awareness
and empower the business owner with tools they may find beneficial.



Google Search Console
 Google Search Console is a free service offered by Google that helps you monitor, maintain, and troubleshoot

your site's presence in Google Search results. You don't have to sign up for Search Console to be included in
Google Search results, but Search Console helps you understand and improve how Google sees your site.

Is Google Search Console the same as Google Analytics?

Google Analytics is user-oriented, providing data related to those who visit and interact with your website.
Google Search Console, on the other hand, is search-engine focused, providing tools and insights that can
help site owners improve visibility

You can see data like user queries and the number of times your site URLs appear in search results
(impressions), along with post-click data about site engagement like bounce rate and e-commerce conversion
rate. This combination of data helps you optimize your site for the most profitable traffic.



First interaction with business : SiteLiner ( assess website for critical errors ) 

Build SEO analysis (SpyFu + SiteLiner results + AnswerThePublic) use Spyfu
to check existing SEO overview of the site + use AnswerThePublic to
stimulate the use of bridge words (comparisons, questions, propositions) to
build on existing SEO + Provide SiteLiner results to point out any critical
issues with website if any

Meet with business owner and provide SEO analysis (go over report and
explain the different aspects of the report answering any questions the
owner may have. Provide an example process that the business owner can
use to start building efficient high quality keywords for their websites SEO

Flow of Use
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